Request reviewed by BDR3 Unified Access Committee.

Request reviewed by Local BB Committee(s)

If a TISSUE request is approved by BDR3 Unified Access Committee, BDRCC inform BBs. BBs initiate local BB Committee for review. If application approved by local BB Committee(s), BB(s) to arrange MTA & shipping of brain tissue ± data available to BB.

If a DATA request is approved, the request is managed and data issued as per Data Flow Charts.

If request is difficult: e.g., unusual, very complex, whole cohort, or BB’s can’t do DATA

Can’t do

Can’t do

If request RELATES to a previously approved tissue request

BB(s) add request details and dispatches to MRC database allowing BDRCC oversight of tissue sent

If request DOES NOT RELATE to a previously approved tissue request

BB to assess what they can provide (and if too large/complex contacts other BB’s)

If not possible or request declined – researcher must revise request

Can do

Can do

BDRCC contacts appropriate BB(s)

OR if direct to BB, BB(s) liaises with researcher

Request can be made directly to Brain Bank OR via BDRCC

Researcher requests brain tissue ± data

If request RELATES to a previously approved tissue request

BDRCC contacts appropriate BB(s)

OR if direct to BB, BB(s) liaises with researcher

Can’t do

Can’t do

If request DOES NOT RELATE to a previously approved tissue request

BDRCC contacts appropriate (or all) BB’s

OR if direct to a BB

BB to assess what they can provide (and if too large/complex contacts other BB’s)